Every Day in Love

Saturday mornings you will never forget!

Four fun, engaging, insightful, and transformational mini workshops designed to release joy in marriage

**July 14, 21, August 4, 11**  8:30am-Noon  Blessed Trinity Parish Hall

**“Smart Loving”**  July 14
When we are “in love,” we are other-centered and joyful! Integrate fascinating insights from the sciences with rich spirituality. Set yourself up for success by filling out a special “gift registry” that can help you discover what makes your husband or wife feel most “in love.”

**“The Passionate Couple”**  July 21
Take your relationship to the next level! Uncover the secrets of living passionately in love as soul mates rather than settling for just getting along.

**“Talking with Purpose”**  August 4
Experientially learn verbal skills to achieve a powerful emotional connection, avoid misunderstanding, heal hurts, and grow closer rather than apart.

**“Living the Dream”**  August 11
Learn a fool proof process that can absolutely avoid ever having another argument and help a couple come together on any issue in a tender atmosphere. Develop couple values and plan to live in love on purpose.

For more information or to Register online: livinginlove.org/our-programs/every-day-in-love/ or register in person at the Parish Office - scholarships available on request

Can’t make the live sessions at the parish? Experience it at home anytime via video streaming or DVD format.